
Geography

Class 4

What is the climate like in 
tropical rainforests? 

Tuesday 2nd March 2021 



•Lesson Objective: To understand what the
climate is like in a tropical rainforest.



Can You Remember
Where Rainforests Are Found?
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What Do You Notice?
What do you notice about the location of most rainforests? 

What’s this line called?



What Do You Notice?
What do you notice about the location of most rainforests? 

What’s this line called?

Rainforests are found near to the equator.



What Do You Notice?
What do you notice about the location of most rainforests now? Can you describe their 

location even more precisely? 

Tropics of Cancer

Tropics of Capricorn



What Do You Notice?
What do you notice about the location of most rainforests now? Can you describe their 

location even more precisely? 

Rainforests are found between the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.

Tropics of Cancer

Tropics of Capricorn



Climate and Weather
What is the difference between weather and climate?

Climate is the usual or average 
weather conditions over a long 
period of time.

Weather is the specific 
condition on a given day (which 
may or may not be typical for a 
climate).



What Is the Climate                           
of a Rainforest?

There are no 
seasons – the 
climate is the same 
all year round.
Every month has an 
average rainfall of at 
least 6cm.

It usually rains 
every day.

Temperatures are 
hot all year round.

It is very humid.



Climate of a tropical rainforest

Please use the link below to find out more information about the climate
of tropical rainforests. After you have read the information, see if you
can write some notes down for the following questions:

https://www.internetgeography.net/topics/what-is-the-climate-of-the-
rainforest/

1. Tropical rainforests are located close to the equator. What impact
does this have on the climate?

2. What is the average temperature in a tropical rainforest?
3. What are the expected levels of rainfall per year in a tropical

rainforest?

https://www.internetgeography.net/topics/what-is-the-climate-of-the-rainforest/


Climate in a tropical rainforest
This graph shows the rainfall and
temperatures for a rainforest in
Brazil. The marks show the
average temperatures that the
rainforest faces for each month
across the year. The bars show
the average levels of rainfall in
the rainforest across the year
too.

What do you notice about the
rainfall? Which is the wettest
month in this particular
rainforest? Which month would
you expect to see the least
rainfall in?

Do you notice anything about the
temperatures across the year
too?



Task

• Today in Geography, your task is to produce a weather
report summarising the climate that the Amazon Rainforest
has experienced over the past 12 months. In your weather
report you need to include the following things:

1. Information on the temperatures in the rainforest.
2. Information on the rainfall that the rainforest has had.
3. Why the rainforest experiences this climate? Consider

the world map and what it is close too.
4. Any other additional information. Think of relevant

vocabulary to use such as humid, precipitation etc.



Task

• Consider how you are going to present your weather report.
You could write your report out, produce a presentation
using technology or if you are feeling brave you could
imagine you are being filmed for television and record
yourself. I can’t wait to see how you do this. Be creative!



Task

Red Task – I can produce a weather report which describes what the
temperature and rainfall is like in a tropical rainforest like the Amazon
Rainforest.

Yellow Task – I can explain what the climate is like in a tropical
rainforest like the Amazon Rainforest. I can explain the temperature,
the rainfall and can include geographical vocabulary in my report such as
humid and precipitation.

Green Task – I can produce a comprehensive weather report which
explains the climate in a tropical rainforest like the Amazon Rainforest.
I can explain the temperature, the rainfall and why rainforests
experience this type of climate considering their geographical location.



Today’s Weather…


